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Abstract 
There is a closed finite-to-one map f of a zero-dimensional, separable, metric absolute GdO- 
set X onto a space Y such that for any closed, finite-to-one map f’ : X’ + Y’ of separable, 
metric spaces, with dim X’ 6 0, there exist embeddings i : X’ + X and j : Y’ + Y such that 
fi = jf’. In particular, the space Y is universal for all separable metric spaces which are countable 
dimensional. We also show that finite-to-one maps produce naturally cell-like maps. Finally, using 
the method of absorbers we prove a topological characterization of the space c x N, where CT is 
Smirnov’s universal strongly countable dimensional space and N is Nagata’s universal countable 
dimensional space. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us recall that a space Y is (strongly) countable dimensional if it is a countable 
union of finite-dimensional (closed) subspaces. According to Nagata [17], a separable, 
metric space Y is countable dimensional if and only if there is a closed, finite-to-one 
surjection f : X + Y, where X is a separable, metric space with dim X < 0. Applying 
some techniques from [8] we prove the existence of a universal closed finite-to-one map 
with zero-dimensional domain. Let us recall that a space X is an absolute G&,-space if 
for any embedding v :X + 2 the set U(X) is a GJa-subset of 2 (i.e., v(X) = Uz”=, Zi, 
where Zi is a G&-subset of Z for i = 1,2,. . .). 
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Theorem 1.1. There is a closedjnite-to-one map f of a zero-dimensional, separable, 
metric absolute GgF-set X onto a space Y such that for any closed, jinite-to-one map 
f’ : X’ + Y’ of separable, metric (absolute GgO-spaces) spaces, with dim X’ 6 0, there 
exist (closed) embeddings i : X’ + X and j : Y’ + Y such that f i = j f ‘. 
As we show in the next section closed, finite-to-one maps can be used to produce nice 
homotopy equivalences (AR-maps). Moreover, combining our Theorem 1.1 and Nagata’s 
characterization we obtain 
Corollary 1.2. There is a countable dimensional, separable, metric absolute Ghg-set Y 
such that any countable dimensional, separable, metric (absolute Gsm-set Y’) space Y’ 
embeds as a (closed) subset of Y. 
Let us mention that some version of Corollary I .2 follows from Corollary 2.5 in [20]. 
The existence of a universal countable dimensional space was proved by Nagata who 
showed that any countable dimensional, separable, metric space embeds as a subset of the 
countable dimensional space N, where N is the subset of the Hilbert cube Q consisting 
of all points which have only finitely many rational coordinates (see [ 171 and [IS]). 
Applying the method from Pol’s proof of Nagata’s Lemma [20] it can be also proved 
that any countable dimensional, separable, metric absolute GhV-set embeds as a closed 
subset of N. 
All universal countable dimensional spaces mentioned above are essential GbV-sets 
(i.e., they are absolute Gdc-sets which are not absolute F,h-sets). We ask 
Question 1.3. Is it true that a universal countable dimensional, separable, metric space 
cannot be an absolute F,s-set? 
Let us point out that a universal countable dimensional space cannot be an absolute 
Gs-set (it is because ind X is countable if X is a countable dimensional space which is 
completely metrizable). Even more, a universal countable dimensional space cannot be 
a countable union of closed subspaces which are absolute Gd-sets. It follows from the 
fact that for each countable ordinal cr there exists a compactum 2 such that 
(Y < inf { ,B 2 = U Zi, where 2, are compacta with ind Zi < 0 
1 
(see [26] or [l, p. 2811). 
Recently, it has turned out that many of the spaces that are universal for some classes 
of topological spaces admit a nice topological characterization. This includes but is not 
limited to the Hilbert cube Q (see [24]), the Hilbert space l2 (see [25]), Menger compacta 
(see [2]), and also Smirnov’s space g = {(xi) E Q: 5, = 0 for all but finitely many i} 
(see [ 141 and [3]). The incomplete universal spaces were characterized using the method 
of absorbers. Unfortunately, the method of absorbers works only for spaces which are 
the first category sets. Since Nagata’s space N is not of the first category (see Lemma 
3.3 here) we ask: 
Question 1.4. Characterize the space N topologically. 
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In this paper we prove that the Cartesian product rr x N of Smirnov’s space ~7 and 
Nagata’s space JV is an absorber for the class of countable dimensional, metric, separable, 
absolute GJg-spaces and we give a topological characterization of cr x N. Let us mention 
that, recently, Zarichnyi and Radul have constructed absorbers for certain absolute Bore1 
classes of countable dimensional spaces (see [27] and [21]). 
2. Universal finite-to-one map and AR-maps 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let o : 111 + Q be a map of a zero-dimensional compactum M 
onto the Hilbert cube Q such that for any map g : 2 + Q, Z being zero-dimensional, 
there is an embedding i : Z + M such that ai = g (. .). Let p: C + 2h* be a 
surjective map from the Cantor set C onto the hyperspace 2” of M. Consider the 
subspace A = U{(c) x p(c): c E C} of C x M and define p: A + C x Q by 
I”(“, x) = (c, cr(z;)). 
Let Z be the set of all y E C x Q such that p-l(y) is finite. By Lemma 4.3.7 on the 
p. 281 in [9] Z is a Gb,-set in the compact space C x Q. We let Y = Z n (C x A,), 
X = p-‘(Y) and f = p/X, where (12 is a Gd,-subset of Q such that any separable 
metric absolute Ggr-space embeds as a closed subset of -42 (see [3, Lemma 6.31). Then 
X is a zero-dimensional Gh,-subset of the compact space C x M and f is a proper 
finite-to-one map of X onto Y. 
In order to prove that f : X + Y is universal let us assume that f’ : X’ + Y’ is a 
closed finite-to-one map of separable metric spaces, with dimX’ < 0 and Y’ c A2 (if 
Y’ is an absolute Gs,,-space we can assume that Y’ is a closed subset of AZ). Choose an 
embedding i’ : X’ + b1 such that oi’ = f’. Choose c E C such that cl i’(X’) = P(c). 
Since p/(c) x cli’(X’) is an extension of the proper map pl{c} x i’(X’) we have 
,I-‘({c} x Y’) = {c} x i/(X’). M oreover, {c} x Y’ C Z since f’ = ai’ is a finite-to-one 
map, and {c} x Y’ C C x Q. Let us notice that if Y’ is a closed subset of Q, then 
{c} x Y’ is a closed subset of Y. Finally, i : X’ + X is defined by i(x) = (c, i’(x)) and 
.i : Y’ -+ Y is defined by j(y) = (c, y). •I 
In the remaining part of this section we prove that finite-to-one maps generate canon- 
ically AR-maps. Let us recall that a proper, surjective map f : X -+ Y is an AR-map 
if f-t(y) is an AR for all y E Y. Dijkstra, van Mill, and Mogilski proved in [5] that 
there exists an AR-map f from a strongly countable dimensional compact AR X onto a 
countable dimensional but not strongly countable dimensional compact AR Y. We prove 
a stronger result. 
Proposition 2.1. For each countable dimensional space Y there exists a proper map 
q5: W -+ Y of a strongly countable dimensional subspace W of the Hilbert space l2 
onto Y such that q!-’ (y) is a finite-dimensional compact convex set for ever) y E Y. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that the universal countable space Y is an AR-image of 
some strongly countable dimensional space W. Let f : X + Y be a closed finite-to-one 
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map of a zero-dimensional space X onto Y. We can assume that X is a subset of a 
zero-dimensional compacturn M, Y is a subset of the Hilbert cube Q and f = crlX 
for some continuous (Y : M + Q. Moreover, according to Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 
4.1 in [4] we can also assume that M and Q are embedded as linearly independent 
subsets of the Hilbert space 12, and that the linear extension _4 : span M + span Q of 
the map a : A4 -+ Q is continuous. Let W = U{ conv f-’ (g): y E Y}. Then the space 
W is strongly countable dimensional as a subset of the strongly countable dimensional 
linear space span M. Define a map 4: W t Y by 4 = All&‘. Then c,+ is a continuous 
map such that for every 7~ the preimage C+!-‘(Y) is a finite-dimensional convex subset of 
span M. We shall prove that C$ is a proper map. Let y E Y and let U be a neighborhood 
of the set 4-‘(y) in span X. Then there exists a neighborhood U’ of f-’ (y) such that 
conv U’ c U. Since the map f is closed there exists a neighborhood V of y in Y such 
that f-‘(V) C U’. Thus 4-‘(V) C convU’ C U. 0 
3. Nagata’s universal countable dimensional space N 
As usual, I denotes the interval [0, 11, P denotes the set of all irrational numbers in 1 
and Q = I x I x . . . is the Hilbert cube. Nagata proved that the space 
N = {(xi) E Q: ICY E P for all but finitely many i} 
is universal for all separable metric spaces which are countable dimensional (see [17] 
and [ 181). Let us also mention that Smirnov [22] showed that the space 
~7 = {(xi) E Q: 2, = 0 for all but finitely many i} 
is universal for all separable metric strongly countable dimensional spaces. The space c 
has a nice topological characterization (see [ 141 and also [4]). In this section we prove 
some properties of the spaces N which will be used to prove a topological characteriza- 
tion of the product 0 x N. We begin with some elementary consequences of the definition 
of the space N. 
Lemma 3.1. The space N is homeomorphic to the product N x N. 
Proof. The homeomorphism h : Q x Q --+ Q given by h((zi), (yi)) = (~1, yi, x2, yz, . . .), 
where (G), (yi) E Q, maps N x N onto N. o 
Let {X,}z, be a sequence of spaces and let (pZ) E flz”=, Xi. The set 
W(X,,&) = (Xi) E fixi: 
i 
zi = pi for all but finitely many i 
i=l 
is called the weak Cartesian product of Xi. We have 
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Lemma 3.2. Let WI, be mutually disjoint infinite subsets of the set of all positive integers 
N such that W = UT=“=, Nk and let @ be the homeomorphism of Q onto Q x Q x . . . 
given by 
@((4) = ((zj)jEN,, (Zj)jHV*, . . .). 
Then 
@(n/) = { (?J/rc) E N X N X . . . : yk E P x P X . s . for almost all k}. 
In particular we have 
w(N,p)c@(N)cNxNx- 
for every p E (P X P X . . .) X (P x p X . .) X . . . 
Lemma 3.3. The set N is not of the first category. 
Proof. Arrange all rational numbers from I into a sequence rl, r2, . . Then Bjk = 
{(xi) E Q: xj = rk} is a nowhere dense, closed subset of Q for j, k = I, 2,. 
Let N = UF”=, Ai, where Ai is a closed subset of N for i = 1,2,. . . We have Q = 
(Uz, cl Ai) U (UJTk=, Bjk). By the Baire Category Theorem there exists an i such that 
cl Ai has nonempty interior in Q. Hence Ai has nonempty interior in N. 0 
We will need the following lemma proved by Nagami in [ 151 (see also [ 16, p. 881). 
Lemma 3.4. If G is a nonempty countable dimensional metric space, then there exists a 
sequence { Gi},OO=, of subsets of G such that G = Uz”=, Gi, dim Gi < 0 and Gi s Gi+l 
fori= 1,2,.... 
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a metric separable space. Then given a zero-dimensional set G 
and a closed set F in the space X, with F nG = 8, there is a continuous map f : X + I 
such that f(F) & (0) and f(G) C P. 
Proof. Nagata [17] constructed such a map f by a modification of a standard proof 
of the Urysohn’s Lemma and Pol [20] gave an easy construction of a map f with the 
required properties by a simple approximation procedure. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a metric separable space and let G be a countable dimensional 
Gs-subset in X such that G = Uz”=, Gi, where dim Gi < 0 and Gi c Gi+t for i = 
1,2, . . Then there exists a continuous map f : X -+ Q such that f (G) C N, f (X\G) C 
oandf(G~)~PxPx.~~. 
Proof. We can assume that X \ G = Uz”=, Fi, where Fi is a closed subset of X and 
Fi C Fi+-t for i = 1,2,.... By Lemma 3.5 there are maps fi :X + I such that 
fi(Fi) C (0) and fi(Gi) C IF’. The diagonal map f = (fl, f2,. . .) has the required 
properties. 0 
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Proposition 3.7. If X is a metric separable space and G is a countable dimensional 
Gh,-subset of X, then there is a continuous map f : X + Q such that f-‘(N) = G. 
Proof. Since G is a Gs,-subset of X we have G = UF”=, Gi, where Gi is a Gs-set in 
X and Gi C Gi+t for i = 1,2,.... Moreover, by Lemma 3.4 G = Uz_, G:, where 
dimG: < 0 and G’, C G:,, for i = 1,2,. . We let Gij = Gi n G$. Applying 
Lemma 3.6 to each sequence {G,j},DOTi we obtain a sequence of maps fi : X + Q 
satisfying fi(Gi) C N, fi(X \ G,) C g and f,(Gii) 2 p x p x . v . Now, let us consider 
the diagonal map f = (jt, f2,. . .) of X into Q x Q x ... Since G = Uz”=, Gii we 
have f(G) C_ {(vi) E N x N x . . : yi E P x IP x . . for all but finitely many i} and 
f(X\G) C gxgx.... By Lemma 3.2 there exists a homeomorphism 4 of Q x Q x . . 
onto& withe5({(yi) E NxNx...: yi E PxIPx... for all but finitely many i}) = N. 
The composition 4f has the required properties. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Any countable dimensional, separable, metric absolute G&,-space Y em- 
beds as a closed subset of N. 
Proof. We can assume that Y is a countable dimensional Gb,-subset of the Hilbert cube 
Q. By Proposition 3.7 there is a map f : Q + Q such that f-‘(N) = Y. According to 
Nagata [ 171 there is an embedding h, : Y + N. Then the map Y : Y + N x N given by 
u(x) = (h(z),f(z)) . IS a closed embedding of Y into the space N x N. By Lemma 3.1 
N x N and N are homeomorphic. 0 
4. A topological characterization of (T x N 
The material concerning the concept of absorber has been taken from the papers [3] 
and [6]. For background information on infinite-dimensional topology see Bessaga and 
Peiczynski [l] or van Mill [ 121. 
Let us recall that a closed subset A of a metric space X is a Z-set (respectively a 
strong Z-set) in X if given an open cover 2.4 of X there exists a U-close to identity 
map f : X -+ X such that f(X) n A = 0 (respectively cl(f(X)) 0 A = 0). A set which 
is a countable union of Z-sets is called a Z,-set. A metric space X is an absolute 
neighborhood retract if for every metric space Y containing X as a closed subset there 
exists an open set U in Y such that X is a retract of U (i.e., U > X and there exists a 
continuous map T : U + X satisfying T-(X) = % for all IC E X). A metric space X is an 
absolute retract if for every metric space Y containing X as a closed subset there exists a 
continuous map T : Y + X satisfying r(x) = 5 for all z E X. For not necessarily closed 
subsets the following notion was introduced in [23]. A subset A is locally homotopy 
negligible in X if for every map f : M -+ X from an absolute neighborhood retract M 
and for every open cover Li of X there exists a homotopy h : M x [0, l] t X such that 
{V(m) x [O, llhnw refines U, h(m, 0) = f(m) and h(M x (0, 11) c X \ A. 
We recall the notion of absorber. Let C be a class of separable metric spaces which is 
topological (i.e., for every C E C and every homeomorphism h: C + D it follows that 
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D E C), hereditary with respect to closed subsets (i.e., every closed subset of any C E C 
belongs to C) and additive (i.e., C E C provided that C = CI U CZ, where Ci and C2 
are elements of C which are closed in C). We say that a subset X of the Hilbert cube 
Q is a C-absorber in Q if Q \ X is locally homotopy negligible in Q, X = Uz”=, Xi, 
where each Xi is a Z-set in X and X E C, and X is strongly C-universal (a space X is 
strongly C-universal if, for every map f : C + X from a space C E C into X, for every 
closed subset D C C such that flD : D + X is a Z-embedding (i.e., f is an embedding 
and f(D) is a Z-set in X) and for every open cover U of X, there exists a Z-embedding 
h: C t X such that hlD = flD and h is U-close to f). It follows that X is an absolute 
retract [23] and every Z-set in X is a strong Z-set in X. 
Let K denote the class of all countable dimensional, metric, separable, absolute GJ~- 
spaces. 
Theorem 4.1. The space c x Jf is a K-absorber in Q x Q. 
Proof. In order to prove the local homotopy negligibility of Q x Q \ c x N in Q x Q, we 
consider the maps fn : Q x Q --+ Q x Q given by the formula f((zi), (yi)) = ((Ic:), (yi)), 
where xi = xi and y: = yi for i < n, and, xi = 0 and y: = a/2 for i > n. The 
maps fn converge uniformly to the identity and satisfy fn(Q x Q) c g x N. Now, let 
N;, = {(xi) E Q: xi = 0 for i > n} x N. We have u x N = Ur=“=, N,, N, is an 
absolute Gha-set and it is a Z-set in cr x N for n = 1,2, . . . The strong K-universality 
of g x N follows from Lemma 3.2, Corollary 3.8, and [6, Lemma 2.31. 17 
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.3 in [3] give the following characterization of the space 
u x N. 
Corollary 4.2. A metric, separable space X is homeomorphic to o x N if and only if 
X is an absolute retract, X E K, X is strongly K-universal and X can be written as 
X=fiXi 
i=l 
where each Xi is a strong Z-set in X. 
By Lemma 3.3 Nagata’s space N is not homeomorphic to CT x N but it is easy to 
check that the weak Cartesian product of N satisfies all condition characterizing the space 
g x N. We obtain 
Corollary 4.3. For each p E (P x IF’ x . .) x (P x P x .) x . . . the weak Cartesian 
product W(N,p) is homeomorphic to CT x N. 
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